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A wash trough for every need.
Intra has a wide range of wash troughs that includes everything
from simple project troughs to flexible troughs that can be
tailored to your requirements. Elegant, robust and absolutely
hygienic.
Our products resist vandalism, do not retain smells, and
remain shiny – whether it is at an airport, a factory or a
kindergarten.

Scandinavian Design
The sanitary room is important. Not only because most of us
spend large parts of our day in public sanitary areas, but equally,
because in many ways they are a building’s signature. It is one of
the rooms in which one can create character, and an experience
of something extra.
It is also a room where quite particular requirements are made in
terms of functionality, user-friendliness, design and aesthetics.
The sanitary room needs to meet complex needs, while at the
same time being capable of withstanding very intensive use over
time without deterioration in quality. So, stainless steel is the
obvious choice of material for this purpose. A unique material
with special properties, and advantages, which has also become
an important part of Intra’s signature.
Intra’s ambition is to raise the standard of public sanitary areas.
It is our ambition – and always our point of departure, when we
develop products and solutions for one of the most important
buildings in the room.
This is an ambition we share with our customers, and one of the
reasons why we are so often the supplier of choice for ambitious
projects with no compromise in respect of functional and
aesthetic quality.
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Quality and function
Easy to keep
clean

No pores for
bacterial growth

Lifelong
durability

Odour-free

Unbreakable
Water- and
fireretardant

Recyclable

Intra and BIMobject®
BIMobject® is a Swedish technology company with a global
presence operating at the forefront of digitalising the building
industry. More intelligent design and construction lead to
better product selections, reduced waste, and more efficient
logistics during the building process. At the same time, property
management benefits from higher quality, improved use of
energy, and lower operating costs.
A BIM object is an object in a database containing information
about 2D and 3D geometry as well as description, features,
surface layers or other product data. Links to maintenance
documents, installation manuals, etc. is also available in the item
information section.
A number of Intra’s products are now available as digital models,
which can be downloaded to any BIM software and used by
architects and consultants throughout the entire construction
process.

A quality label
Intra has been awarded the prestigious Award
for Design Excellence from the Norwegian
Design Council on several occasions. This award
demonstrates recognition of successful use of
design to create innovative products and solutions.
A stamp of quality for the company,and for the
products you choose.
Intra has also received several international design
awards.
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Flexible length wash troughs

New!

Durable and practical
Wash trough with tailor made length possibilities, in polished stainless steel AISI 304. Supplied with
integrated wall brackets. Inner corners with more than 90 o angle, and pressed drain without screws and
gasket ensure optimum hygiene and easy cleaning. The sink has a fall against the drain in the center. Soft
transitions at all external angles counteract damage in the event of a fall against the trough.
Four main models; two different widths & with and without wall panel. All four models available in flexible
lengths as well as fixed lengths: 600, 1200, 1500, 1800, 2100, 2400, 3000 mm.
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Flexible lengths from 600 mm to 3000 mm.
Our range of flexible sanitary wash troughs offers
comprehensive solutions that can be tailored to
your requirements.
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Flexible length wash troughs

New!

P3-FLEX
Flexible wash trough with wall panel
GTIN 8719585005349
Description

Soft external angles counteract damage in the event of a fall
against the wash trough.
Safe and comfortable handle support at the bottom of the
edges to prevent injury during assembly.

Wash trough in stainless steel 18/10 supplied with integrated wall brackets.
Available in flexible lengths, and fixed lengths.
The bowl has enough depth to accommodate a bucket.
Art no: P3-600, P3-1200, P3-1500, P3-1800, P3-2100, P3-2400, P3-2800, P3-3000

P5-FLEX
Flexible wash trough
GTIN 8719585005356
Description
Wash trough in stainless steel 18/10 supplied with integrated wall brackets.
Available in flexible lengths, and fixed lengths.
The bowl has enough depth to accommodate a bucket.

The bowl of P3 and P5 has enough depth to accommodate a
bucket.
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Art no: P5-600, P5-1200, P5-1500, P5-1800, P5-2100, P5-2400, P5-2800, P5-3000

P7-FLEX
Flexible wash trough with wall panel
GTIN 8719585005363
Description
Wash trough in stainless steel 18/10 supplied with integrated wall brackets.
Available in flexible lengths, and fixed lengths.
Art no: P7-600, P7-1200, P7-1500, P7-1800, P7-2100, P7-2400, P7-2800, P7-3000

High quality inner welding.
Inner corners with more than 90 o angle.

P9-FLEX
Flexible wash trough
GTIN 8719585005370
Description
Wash trough in stainless steel 18/10 supplied with integrated wall brackets.
Available in flexible lengths, and fixed lengths.
Art no: P9-600, P9-1200, P9-1500, P9-1800, P9-2100, P9-2400, P9-2800, P9-3000

Pressed drain to ensure optimum hygiene and easy cleaning.
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Wash troughs
Small children interact with their surroundings in a completely different way from adults, and products designed for schools and
kindergartens simply must stand up to rough treatment, while germs are kept to a minimum.

Fully pressed wash trough with no inner welds.

The wash troughs can be fitted with a sand catcher, which
prevent pipes and drains from getting blocked.

Wash troughs made to withstand daily use in school and kindergartens, in sports arenas and industrial
buildings. We supply comprehensive solutions, and our popular wash troughs have rounded edges known
as ”bumpers”, to save as many unnecessary bruises as possible. If you don’t need bumpers, we also have
variants with welded corners.
Our models have centered waste holes and are made from fully pressed stainless steel without joints.
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P121
Fully pressed wash trough
P121 GTIN 7393069021325

P121SV GTIN 7393069021684

Description
Fully pressed wash trough in 18/10 stainless steel. Supplied with wall brackets,
corner protectors and 1½” grated waste. Wall panel P12VP is optional
P121 with bumpers, P121SV without. Taps are not included.

600

P12VP
Wall panel for P121 wash trough.

GTIN 7393069021752

P181
Fully pressed wash trough
P181 GTIN 7393069021332

P181SV GTIN 7393069021691

Description
Fully pressed wash trough in 18/10 stainless steel. Supplied with wall brackets,
corner protectors and 1½” grated waste. Wall panel P18VP is optional
P181 with bumpers, P181SV without. Taps are not included.

P18VP
Veggpanel beregnet for P181 helpresset vaskerenne.

GTIN 7393069021769

SAND-02
Sand catcher
GTIN 7055570017456
Description
Stainless steel sand catcher that has a capacity of 3,5 litres
and is ideal for filtering sand from water. It is easy to mount
directly under a washbasin or a wash trough.
Delivered with a side outlet that will enable straight or bent
installation possibilities.

P12–18STBR
Support bracket
GTIN 7393069021776
Description
Support bracket for P121 and P181.
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Project models
Clear-cut lines, durability and easy maintenance. That sort of
things are important when sanitary instalments are to be used
by many people, for example at fitness centres, whirlpools and
swimming baths.

A fully pressed wash trough is seamless which ensures a very
hygienic and easy to clean product in the public sanitary room.
18/10 stainless steel is ideal for products where hygiene
demands are strict.
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140

P12NFOL

300

300

430

Description
P12NFOL is a fully pressed stainless steel wash trough for inset. The trough is
designed to be mounted over cabinets which utilise space under the wash trough.
Supplied with overflow, 1½” grated waste and 2 tap holes.
Cabinet solution under the sink not included.

300

Fully pressed wash trough, inset model
GTIN 7393069021721
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P120V
Fully pressed wash trough
GTIN 7393069021370
Description
Fully pressed wash trough for wall mount. Supplied with wall brackets, wall panel and
1½” grated waste.

P180V
Fully pressed wash trough
GTIN 7393069021387
Description
Fully pressed wash trough for wall mount. Supplied with wall brackets, wall panel and
1½” grated waste.
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Our Scandinavian heritage is part of our nature.
It defines the beliefs we hold and the values we
carry. We believe in placing humans at the center
of our design, and put a lot of emphasis on the
quality of what we deliver.
We believe in being transparent and straightforward
while also pushing the boundaries with innovative
technologies and services.
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Intra is Scandinavia’s leading supplier of kitchen sinks,
minikitchens and sanitary products in stainless steel.
Intra is part of Teka Industrial S.A., one of the world’s biggest
producers of kitchen sinks and household appliances, with
production facilities and sales offices worldwide.
For more information about our products,
visit www.intra-teka.com.

SWEDEN
Intra Mölntorp AB
Säbyvägen 8
734 93 Kolbäck
Tel: +46 (0)220 403 00
Mail: info@intra-teka.com

DENMARK
Intra Juvél, Juvél A/S
Københavnsvej 222,
4600 Køge
Tel: +45 36 34 02 80
Mail: juvel.salg@intra-teka.com

NORWAY
Intra AS
Hornebergvegen 7A
7038 Trondheim
Tel +47 73 98 01 00
Mail: intra@intra-teka.com

THE NETHERLANDS
Intra Benelux BV
Korhoenweg 19
4791RM, Klundert
Tel +31 168 745 540
Mail: info.nl@intra-teka.com

